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1 READING COMPREHENSION

Read texts 1.1a–1.1c and then answer questions 1–25. Choose the 
best alternative for each item and mark your answers on the optical 
answer sheet in pencil.

Mystical Mischief in New York

Julia, who sits at an outdoor table with a sign that says PSYCHIC 
READING AND PALMISTRY, has been watching me each day as 
I walk past her to the subway in this Brooklyn neighborhood. When 
I finally stop at her table, she tightens her head scarf and gives me a 
big smile. “How much for a palm reading?” I ask. “We will talk about 
money later, darling,” she says, grabbing my hand with delight. Behind 
her is a shop full of Indian paraphernalia – a Ganesha idol, incense 
sticks and OM signs, along with Tibetan scrolls of the Buddha. It 
strikes me that an American psychic in New York City must regard it 
as a coup to be seen in public with an Indian customer like me. 
 “You are entering a difficult period in your relationships,” she says, 
looking at my palm. “Why?” I ask, and she points to a line on my 
hand: “Your love line is weak in the period ahead.” “That, in India, is 
the destiny line,” I say. “It’s the love line, darling.” “Are you arguing 
with someone from India? It’s the destiny line.” Only then does Julia 
look up and realize: this is one trouble-making Indian she’s got in 
front of her. 
 I am coming back to New York after five years, and it seems that 
psychics are taking over the city. From their center in the East Village, 
where there are more places to have your palm read than to check 
your e-mail, they have radiated all over New York, which teems with 
“Eastern” herbalists and future-telling establishments of every kind, 
ranging from the dubious (reiki, scented-candle therapy, acupuncture) 
to the bogus (palmistry, psychic reading). Greenwich Village always 
had its share of mind readers, but there are many more these days, 
and they seem to have moved closer to the mainstream of life in the 
city. What was crazy 10 years ago is now respectable, even among 
the best-educated New Yorkers. I find that an old friend of mine in 
the city, once a strident atheist and rationalist, is getting absorbed in 
Jewish mysticism; he tells me approvingly that his wife has rejected 
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“Western” medicine and now goes to a medicine man in Chinatown 
for roots and crystals. 
 As the son of a “Western” doctor from India, I am appalled by 
this. Technology may be vibrantly alive in the U.S. – cell phones and 
laptops are everywhere – but faith in the science that produces this 
technology has weakened in the past decade. Evidence ranges from 
the proliferation of street-side palmists all the way to the White House: 
in 2005, the religious fundamentalists who oppose Darwin’s theory of 
evolution got a boost when President Bush suggested that American 
schools should have the freedom to choose instead to teach intelligent 
design – a slick, pseudoscientific version of Biblical creationism. To a 
visitor from the supposedly mystical East, all this is disturbing – even 
repulsive. 
 In my family, as in most middle-class Indian families I knew 
when I was growing up, science and mathematics were held in awe. 
One of my grandfathers kept evolutionary tomes by T.H. Huxley and 
Darwin in his reading cabinet; another broke with family tradition by 
disallowing my mother’s marriage to a first cousin on the grounds that 
it was “unscientific.” Both men held on to their old Brahmin religion, 
but with a consciousness that it was antiquated and would pass. This 
thought did not cause them much unhappiness. Integral to their – 
and my – conception of “progress” was the belief that India would 
become both a richer place and a more rational one; the superstition 
and mumbo jumbo that traps so many poorer Indians in the medieval 
past would be blasted away by literacy and logical thinking. Reason 
has replaced God for many Indians of my generation. Nothing gives us 
greater pride than the importance of India’s scientific and engineering 
colleges, or the army of Indian scientists at organizations such as 
Microsoft and NASA. Our temples are not the god-encrusted shrines 
of Varanasi, but Western scientific institutions like Caltech and MIT, 
and magazines like Nature and Scientific American. 
 How disturbing, then, to come to the U.S. in 2008, and find that 
faith in science has diminished from the White House to this hip 
Brooklyn neighborhood where numerous palmists operate. One part 
of me wants to laugh at what is happening and to make trouble for 
poor Julia. But another part whispers: Wait. Why blow the whistle 
as the West declines into mumbo jumbo? Let them take our dozen-
armed deities and magic incense sticks; we’ll transfer their busts of 
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Galileo and Descartes to our engineering colleges and outsourcing 
companies. One day soon, their mystical children will wear turbans 
and serve our rational children at restaurants in Mumbai. So I smile 
at Julia and say, “You’re right. It is the love line.” And she glows with 
the pride of the American psychic who has just vanquished a visitor 
from the East.

Source: Time, July 28th 2008

Virtual pleasures

One of the reasons for Barack Obama’s electoral success was his 
campaign’s brilliantly effective deployment of young e-communicators. 
Their tireless use of blogs and social-networking sites helped to 
generate excitement, collect money, get the vote out and raise political 
consciousness in America as a whole. 
 All that was a landmark in the political history of the internet. 
But the transforming – and at best, liberating – effects of modern 
communications have been even more dramatic in societies that 
are poorer and harsher than America: countries where authoritarian 
regimes and rigid moral rules had until recently given youngsters little 
room for manoeuvre.
 The question in many internet-watchers’ minds is this: as young 
surfers are exposed to facts, sights, sounds and a range of interlocutors 
that are far beyond their parents’ ken, how will they use that access? 
Will they try to change the world, or simply settle for enjoying 
themselves?
 There is so much evidence of the latter choice that pundits have 
invented a new word – cyber-hedonism – to describe it. To the dismay 
of idealists, young people in many countries seem to be giving up 
the political struggles of previous generations and opting instead 
for a sort of digital nirvana, revelling in a vast supply of movies, 
music, instant communication and, of course, sexual opportunity. One 
appealing thing about cyber-hedonism is that, compared with politics, 
it’s less likely to attract the authorities’ attention.
 Electronic pastimes for the young range from the innocent to the 
deadly dangerous. In Nigeria, a best-selling book provides youngsters 
with tips on “touching the heart through unforgettable text messages.” 
Young Indians have a penchant for browsing marriage sites in search 
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of a good match. Newlyweds who would like to celebrate by visiting 
a famous site, such as the Taj Mahal, can make virtual tours instead. 
In richer Asian countries – like South Korea or Singapore – there is 
a passion among the young for online gambling that often becomes 
addictive. Cyber-hedonism does not, of course, replace real-life 
flirtation and sex; it merely seems to remove some of the obstacles. 
Chile has spawned a youth culture known as the Pokémon movement, 
in which teenagers with odd hairstyles gather to engage in kissing or 
more. All this – as well as the activity of conservative youth groups 
that disapprove – is co-ordinated electronically.
 In China, two-thirds of the respondents to one opinion poll agreed 
with the proposition that “It’s possible to have real relationships purely 
online,” compared with one-fifth of Americans who felt the same way. 
But clearly, not all Chinese are content with keeping things virtual: a 
doctor who runs a pregnancy helpline in Shanghai has said that half 
the calls she receives come from girls who met boys through the net.
 In many countries, the truth is that access to pornography is 
the biggest factor that draws young men online. First-time visitors 
to internet cafés in the Middle East or South-East Asia are often 
surprised to see a male-only clientele, awkwardly protecting their 
screens from public view. The owners of such cafés know what is 
happening, but they also realize that cracking down in the name of 
morality could drive them out of business. In ultra-conservative Saudi 
Arabia, meanwhile, most of the material passed between teenagers’ 
mobile phones is pornographic.
 Political leaders and religious establishments are placed in a 
dilemma by the rise of cyber-hedonism: do they follow their youngsters 
onto the net, or try vainly to lure them away from the computer?
 In Asia, some politicians have tried to profit from online hedonism 
by presenting themselves as devotees. In last year’s elections in 
Taiwan, candidates vied to appear internet- and youth-friendly. One 
hired a spokesman from a heavy-metal band and posted a series of 
ads on YouTube, the video-sharing site; he was unfazed by explicit 
exchanges about a popular erotic film, “Lust, Caution.”
 In authoritarian countries with rising living standards – such as 
Russia and China – until recently official tolerance of cyber-hedonism 
has been a sort of Faustian pact offered by the authorities: we will let 
you enjoy yourselves in new and unconventional ways if you keep off 
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politics. But now that economies have turned sour, will the young go 
on keeping their side of that bargain?

Source: Time, Feb 7th 2009

The cult of the dabbawala

As the warrior king who defeated the Mughals and founded the 
Maratha Empire of Western India in the 17th century, Shivaji Bhosle 
is remembered as a tactical genius as well as a benevolent ruler. The 
direct descendants of his Malva-caste soldiers are also developing 
a reputation for organisational excellence. Using an elaborate 
system of colour-coded boxes to convey over 170,000 meals to their 
destinations each day, the 5,000-strong dabbawala collective has 
built up an extraordinary reputation for the speed and accuracy of 
its deliveries. Word of their legendary efficiency and almost flawless 
logistics is now spreading through the rarefied world of management 
consulting. Impressed by the dabbawalas’  “six-sigma” certified error 
rate – reportedly on the order of one mistake per 6m deliveries – 
management gurus and bosses are queuing up to find out how they 
do it. 
 The system the dabbawalas have developed over the years revolves 
around strong teamwork and strict time-management. At 9am every 
morning, home-made meals are picked up in special boxes, which are 
loaded onto trolleys and pushed to a railway station. They then make 
their way by train to an unloading station. The boxes are rearranged 
so that those going to similar destinations, indicated by a system of 
coloured lettering, end up on the same trolley. The meals are then 
delivered – 99.9999% of the time, to the right address.
 Harvard Business School has produced a case study of the 
dabbawalas, urging its students to learn from the organisation, which 
relies entirely on human endeavour and employs no technology. For 
Paul Goodman, a professor of organisational psychology at Carnegie 
Mellon University who has made a documentary on the dabbawalas, 
this is one of the critical aspects of their appeal to Western management 
thinkers. “Most of our modern business education is about analytic 
models, technology and efficient business practices,” he says. The 
dabbawalas, by contrast, focus more on “human and social ingenuity”, 
he says.
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 Firms, both Indian and foreign, are similarly curious. Tata, Coca-
Cola and Daimler have all invited dabbawalas to explain their model 
to managers. Last month it was the turn of delegates at an accountancy 
conference in Dubai. There are even plans within the organisation to 
create a consulting business. The dabbawalas, who all receive the same 
pay, are seen as paragons of   “bottom up” social entrepreneurship. 
C. K. Prahalad, a professor at the University of Michigan’s Ross 
School of Business, says they show how a home-grown business can 
help lift workers at the “bottom of the pyramid” out of poverty. They 
also contradict the stereotype of developing-world labourers as low-
wage economic victims.
 In Salman Rushdie’s 1988 novel The Satanic Verses, one of the 
main characters, Gibreel Farishta, worked as a dabbawala before 
going on to become a film star. The deliverymen no longer need a 
career change to get noticed.

Source: The Economist, July 12th 2008

Suomenkieliset koulut:
Lue seuraavat tekstit ja vastaa niiden pohjalta lyhyesti suomeksi 
kysymyksiin a–e. Kirjoita vastauksesi selvällä käsialalla kielikokeen 
vastauslomakkeen A-puolelle.

Svenska skolor:
Läs följande texter och ge sedan ett kort svar på svenska på frågorna 
a–e. Skriv svaren med tydlig handstil på sida A av svarsblanketten 
för språkproven.

Sir,
I received my copy of the September issue of your magazine this 
morning. To my surprise, when I came to the article concerning 
George Bell on page 42, I saw a photograph with the caption which 
says that “Bell’s ‘son’ Dietrich Bonhoeffer was hung by the Nazis in 
1943.” In my British English the verb to hang becomes ‘hanged’ in 
the past when it refers to the putting to death of a human being, either 
as a form of suicide or execution.
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 It would be nice to know that my favourite magazine is not about 
to join the far too many entities which are trying to ‘simplify’ our 
English.
MC, by email                                     Source: BBC History Magazine, Oct. 2008

a) Mistä kirjoittaja on tuohtunut, ja mihin yleiseen ilmiöön hän  
 viittaa?
 Vad är skribenten upprörd över, och vilken allmän företeelse  
 pekar han på?

When Kevin Wilby started his new job as an elementary school 
teacher, he was given strict guidelines about how to maintain order 
in his classroom. According to the school’s policy of “assertive 
discipline,” Wilby was to keep track of when kids talked back, threw 
spitwads, or otherwise misbehaved. Only after ten infractions could 
he send one to the principal. But Wilby soon found that classroom 
rebels simply misbehaved nine times, then stopped. “They’d disrupt 
my classroom repeatedly without getting punished,” recalls Wilby. 
“So I started suspending kids the first time they misbehaved. And they 
stopped misbehaving.”                                 

Source: Psychology Today, March/April 2009

b) Miten uusi opettaja muutti koulun käytäntöä, ja miksi?
 Hur ändrade den nya läraren praxis i skolan, och varför?

By allowing your mind the freedom to roam, the chances that you’re 
going to have an insight are much higher. The new-found importance 
of daydreaming suggests that – far from scolding children for gazing 
out the window in a daze – we may actually want to encourage 
children to spend more time doing it. It’s unclear whether kids these 
days spend less time spacing out than kids used to, since no one has 
measured how much they daydreamed in the past. But there is reason 
for concern.
 Recent surveys show that children everywhere now spend up 
to 80 percent of their free time outside school watching television. 
And children who are heavy viewers of  TV are less imaginative than 
children who watch only one hour a day. 

Source: Psychology Today, March/April 2009
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c) Miten televisionkatselu vaikuttaa lapsiin, ja mitä tekstissä   
 suositellaan tilalle?
 Hur inverkar TV-tittandet på barn, och vad rekommenderar texten
 i stället?

The brain structure that processes perceptions and thoughts and tags 
them with the warning “Be afraid, be very afraid!” is located near the 
brain’s center. This almond-shaped bundle of neurons evolved long 
before the neocortex, the seat of conscious awareness. There is good 
reason for the fear circuitry to be laid down first. Any proto-humans 
who lacked a quick fear response did not survive long enough to 
evolve higher-order thinking; unable to react quickly and intuitively 
to rustling bushes or advancing shadows, they instead became some 
predator’s dinner. Specifically, fear evolved because it promotes 
survival by triggering an individual to respond instantly to a threat – 
that is, without stopping to think when a tiger pounces.

Source: Newsweek, Dec. 2007

d) Miten ihmisaivojen kehitys auttoi lajin säilymistä?
 Hur har människohjärnans utveckling gynnat artens fortbestånd?

I used to dream about seeing North Korea, which few outsiders get 
to visit. For three years I tried – and failed – to get a journalist visa, 
so I traveled as a tourist instead, with a small, state-sanctioned group 
led by government-appointed guides. Since visitors are forbidden to 
carry professional cameras (photography in general makes officials 
nervous), I packed two small amateur models. When I used them, I 
often shot from the hip – literally – snapping pictures without looking 
through the viewfinder. Every night at the hotel I’d download my 
photos to an MP3 player. Sometimes I felt like a spy. Other days I 
felt like an extra on a huge movie set, where citizens were the actors, 
and the director hovered somewhere in the shadows, making sure we 
stuck to the script.                                          

Source: National Geographic, June 2008

e) Millä keinoin kirjoittaja kiersi määräyksiä?
 På vilka sätt kringgick skribenten bestämmelserna?
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 1. Why does the writer think Julia is delighted?
  A She loves palm reading for customers
  B She’s finally got a paying customer
  C Her new customer is something special

 2. What do we learn about palmistry?
  A The destiny line is the decisive line in the human palm
  B Palm lines have different meanings in different countries
  C Indian palm reading is the original form of palmistry

 3. How had New York changed in the five years the writer had
 been away?
  A The East Village had become very fashionable
  B Questionable medical methods had become popular
  C Attitudes towards Eastern influence had changed  

 4. What makes the writer upset?
  A That non-scientific thinking has gained ground
  B That the White House opposed Darwin’s theory
  C That disturbing Eastern philosophies are so popular

 5. What does the writer tell about his family?
  A They are modern and educated
  B They maintain old traditions
  C The older generation is out of touch

 6. How has the thinking of many Indians changed?
  A Science has become more important than religion
  B Western thinking has lost its popularity
  C It has become far more logical

 7. What is the writer’s point in the last paragraph?
  A He thinks that the current development is getting out of hand
  B He predicts a change of roles of Indians and Westerners
  C He finds that American palmistry is superior, after all

 8. What helped Barack Obama win the presidential elections?
  A His tireless campaigning for the young
  B Young people’s use of modern communications
  C The growing consciousness of Americans
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 9. Where are modern communications especially important?
  A Where people’s rights are limited
  B Where free communication is forbidden
  C Where dramatic changes are going to take place

10. What question bothers some internet-watchers?
  A Will young people misuse the internet?
  B Will young people revolutionise the internet?
  C Will young people concentrate on entertainment?

11. What is positive about cyber-hedonism from young people’s  
 point of view?
  A It takes attention away from political activity
  B It takes their thoughts away from more serious things
  C It offers many tempting options

12. What is said about different sites for young people?
  A Some are about romance and marriage
  B Most of them are virtual trips
  C Many advocate drugs and free sex 

13. What do many Chinese think of online relationships?
  A That they can be satisfactory and rewarding
  B That they are a good start for a real relationship
  C That they will not survive forever

14. What is said about internet cafés in the Middle East or
 South-East Asia?
  A No women are allowed to enter them
  B Men are shy to show what they do in them
  C Governments don’t approve of them

15. What is the reaction of some politicians to online hedonism?
  A They admit that it is a problem
  B They see it as a way to get young voters
  C They strongly support it

16. Why are some authoritarian countries tolerant of cyber-hedonism?
  A It efficiently keeps the youth off the street
  B It is less dangerous than participating in politics
  C It helps the young to get along with authorities
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17. Who was Shivaji Bhosle?
  A An ancient Indian soldier
  B A versatile head of state
  C A follower of the Malva caste

18. What does the dabbawala collective do?
  A It works in the food delivery business 
  B It develops logistics and organisation
  C It consults management bosses

19. What has made the dabbawalas so successful?
  A They do such demanding work
  B They are known to be very reliable 
  C They have developed a new teamwork method 

20. What is the secret of the efficiency of the dabbawalas?
  A They work very punctually and quickly 
  B They use a special organisational code
  C They are highly qualified to work in this business

21. Why do Western experts find the dabbawala collective especially   
 interesting?
  A Because its system is efficient yet inexpensive
  B Because it employs such modern and sophisticated methods 
  C Because it utilises people’s natural strengths and abilities

22. What happened in Dubai?
  A There was a meeting of big businesses and accountancy firms
  B A group of  dabbawalas were consulted about their work
  C A new organization was founded based on the dabbawala method

23. What are the dabbawalas an example of ?
  A That even the poor can succeed in life
  B A stereotypical developing-world story
  C How equal pay brings success

24. What point does Professor C.K. Prahalad make?
  A Most third-world workers are paid poorly
  B Local businesses are suitable for the poor 
  C Simple ideas can be made to work for people

25. Why is Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses mentioned?
  A It tells the story about an Indian film star
  B It illustrates the change in the dabbawalas’ position
  C It has created such a sensation
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After the War  

The Second World War had two endings. 

On the first, VE Day (Victory in Europe) 

on 8 May 1945 __26__ was dancing in 

the streets, bonfires on village greens and 

street parties for the children with barely 

remembered treats such as iced cakes 

and jellies. VJ Day (Victory __27__ 

Japan) on 15 August was in a lower 

key. The Dean of St Albans refused to 

__28__ a thanksgiving service because 

the war had been brought to an end by 

atomic bombs dropped on Japan. And 

__29__ drizzled rain as the King and 

Queen drove __30__ a golden coach to 

the opening of Parliament where George 

VI announced that the coal mines and the 

Bank of England were to be nationalised. 

But for many the war would never really 

be __31__.

 More than four __32__ men and 

women were mobilised during the 

Second World War. From 1945 __33__ 

who had survived – when nearly 

26. A it
 B there
 C they
 D –

27. A from
 B of
 C on
 D over

28. A give
 B hold
 C keep
 D offer

29. A it
 B that
 C there
 D –

30. A by
 B in
 C at
 D with 

31. A off
 B over
 C passed
 D up

32. A million
 B millions
 C millions of
 D by the million

33. A ones
 B some
 C they
 D those

2 GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

Read texts 2.1a and 2.1b carefully and for each item choose the 
alternative that best fits the context. Mark your answers (26–55) on 
the optical answer sheet in pencil.
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300,000 uniformed personnel and more 

than 63,000 civilians had been killed – 

started to come home to try to pick up 

the threads of peacetime life again. This 

entailed __34__ a job and somewhere to 

live in bomb-scarred, shabby, indebted 

Britain, and to re-establishing the family 

life some __35__ more than five years 

previously. It was never going to be easy. 

Men who __36__ used to an all-male 

environment of regulated days and easy 

buddydom, were catapulted back into the 

routine of work and domestic life with 

the responsibilities of being a husband 

and father, sometimes to a child they had 

never seen __37__, born since they went 

away to war, almost certainly to children 

who regarded them __38__ in the house 

– and in their mother’s bed.

 Wives who had had to cope alone 

with the dangers and privations of life 

on the Home Front, __39__ to be able 

to renounce the independence many had 

come to enjoy, and make the adjustments 

necessary to ensure that the ‘head of the 

house’ felt he __40__ that role. Often 

neither could fully understand __41__ 

war: many returning servicemen had had 

terrible __42__ that they felt unable to 

talk about, and found it hard to weigh their 

34. A to find
 B to found
 C finding
 D found

35. A leave
 B left
 C were leaving
 D had left

36. A grow
 B grew
 C have grown
 D had grown

37. A before
 B earlier
 C formerly
 D yet

38. A a stranger
 B as strangers
 C stranger
 D strange

39. A expect
 B expected
 C had expected
 D were expected

40. A had still
 B had yet
 C still had
 D yet had

41. A each others
 B the other’s
 C other’s
 D the others

42. A experience
 B experiences
 C experiments
 D experienced
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dangers and losses __43__ the sacrifices 

and struggles many women felt they had 

endured during the blitz of V weapons 

assault.

 Then there were the prisoners of war, 

particularly the ones who had been held 

and tortured by the Japanese, __44__ 

came back physically and mentally 

__45__, sometimes with dysfunctional 

phobias, unable to sustain intimate 

relationships, or hold down a job. There 

was hardly __46__ official help, practical 

or psychological, and often families 

suffered for decades. “It’s not your father 

that’s beating you,” one child was told 

__47__ her mother, “it’s the Japanese.”

Source: BBC History Magazine, Oct. 2008

Out of the Shadows

There is no __48__ the fact that most of 

the world’s big cats are in deep trouble, 

from the heavily poached tiger to the last 

30 free-roaming Amur leopards. Snow 

leopards are no exception.

 Saving an animal means getting to 

know it, and scientific information about 

the leopard is __49__. Perhaps no other 

large, popular land mammal has so 

43. A against
 B in comparison
 C to
 D with

44. A that
 B they
 C which
 D who

45. A break
 B broke
 C breaking
 D broken

46. A any
 B no
 C some
 D at all

47. A by
 B from
 C to
 D with

48. A escape
 B escapes
 C escaping
 D escaped

49. A bare
 B few
 C scarce
 D a little
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many details of its natural history still 

missing.

 Snow leopard researchers need to 

gather more than cat facts, because you 

can __50__ understand __50__ save a 

predator without doing the same for its 

prey. Snow leopards chiefly hunt Asia’s 

high-country array of hoofed wildlife. 

Hares are on the menu too, along with 

partridges and snow cocks. __51__ of 

everything else, snow leopards routinely 

add the tall, feathery shrub Myricaria and 

other plants to their diet. 

 As the top carnivore of the alpine 

and subalpine zones, the snow leopard 

strongly influences the numbers and 

whereabouts of hoofed herds over time. 

That in turn __52__ plant communities 

and thus shapes the niches of many a 

smaller organism down the food chain. 

 Because farming is marginal at best 

in Central Asia’s cold, dry landscapes, 

traditional cultures depend mainly upon 

livestock to __53__. Snow leopard 

conflicts come with the lifestyle. The 

cats may claim only a small part of 

livestock herds, but the loss may be huge 

to the owner. Religious leaders, the Dalai 

Lama, for example, have recently spoken 

up __54__ the leopard’s behalf. Financial 

50. A as well ... as
 B both ... and
 C either ... or
 D neither ... nor

51. A At the end 
 B Besides
 C In addition
 D On top

52. A affects
 B effects
 C has an effect
 D takes effect

53. A get along
 B get by
 C get on
 D get through

54. A for
 B on
 C to
 D –
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55. A aids
 B gives
 C helps
 D provides

incentives can also make a difference. 

Snow Leopard Conservancy-India has 

helped set up Himalayan Homestays, 

a program that steers trekkers to the 

houses of herders who agree to protect 

snow leopards and their wild neighbors. 

Having guests once every couple of 

weeks through the tourist season __55__ 

the hosts with more than enough income 

to replace stock lost to predators.

Source: National Geographic, June 2008
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Fill in the blanks using suggestions when given. Write your answers 
in the given order on side B of the answer sheet. Write each answer 
on a separate line. Please write clearly.

You’re driving me crazy 

__1__, there are big problems that 

afflict relationships: infidelity, abuse, 

and addiction. But it may be the petty 

problems that little by little undermine 

love. The dirty socks on the floor. The 

way your partner chews so loudly. __2__ 

the relentless drip of a leaky faucet, they 

erode the goodwill that underlies all 

relationships. Before you know it, you feel 

unloved, unheard and underappreciated, 

if not criticized and controlled. Intimacy 

becomes a pale memory.

1. Epäilemättä / Utan  

 tvivel

 2. Kuten / Såsom

2.2
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 __3__ irritations are inevitable in 

relationships. It’s just not possible to find 

another human being __4__ every quirk, 

habit, and preference aligns perfectly 

with yours. 

 We each have differing values and 

ways of looking at the world, and we want 

different things from each other. Such 

differences derive from our genetically 

influenced temperaments, our belief 

systems, and experiences growing __5__ 

in our family of origin. We think, “My 

father knew how to put the toilet seat 

down, so why __6__ you?” Or “My father 

never put the toilet seat down, so I’m not 

going to __7__.”

 Sometimes a sock on the floor is 

just a sock on the floor. But especially 

among longtime couples, little irritations 

may code for deeper problems. It’s as if 

ice cubes become an iceberg. You hate 

the way your partner puts __8__ on the 

furniture or exaggerates. 

 You don’t really live with the partner 

in your home. You live with the partner 

in your head. Your perceptions shift over 

time: the idealized partner you started out 

with becomes, well, less ideal.

 But if you want to stay in a relation-

ship, something needs to change. In 

all likelihood, it’s you. No matter how 

 3. Kuitenkin/Ändå

 4. jonka/vars

 5.

 6.

 7. myöskään/heller

 8. jalat/fötterna



frustrating a partner’s behaviour, your 

interpretation is the greater part of it. 

__9__ matters is the meaning you attach 

to it. Relationship irritants may sabotage 

good relationships or not. It all __10__ 

how you interpret the problem.

Source: Psychology Today, March/April 2009

 9.

10. riippuu/beror
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3 PRODUCTION

Write a composition of between 150 and 250 words on one of the 
following topics. Please write clearly on the notebook paper (konsepti-
paperi/konceptpapper) provided. Follow the guidance. Count the 
number of words in your essay and write it at the end.

1. Travelling – enjoying yourself or risking your life?
Seeing exotic places is fascinating, but is travelling too risky 
today? Write an article to a travel magazine giving your opinions 
about the topic.

2. Any job is better than no job at all
There has been a heated discussion going on in the newspapers 
about taking just any job if you can’t find suitable work in the field 
you’ve been educated for. What is your opinion on the matter? 

3. To compete or not to compete?
What advantages and disadvantages does competition bring to 
society? Are you a competitive person?

4. Speech
At an international Holiday Fair, you are making a speech to market 
Finland as a holiday spot for Asian tourists. Focus on two to four 
things you think might attract Asian people to our country.



KOKEEN PISTEITYS  /  POÄNGSÄTTNINGEN AV PROVET

__________________________________________________________

Tehtävä Osioiden  Pisteitys Paino- Enint.  Arvostelu-
  määrä  kerroin*  lomakkeen
      sarake
__________________________________________________________

Uppgift Antal del- Poäng- Koefficient* Max.  Kolumn på
  uppgifter  sättning   bedömnings-
      blanketten
__________________________________________________________

1.1a–c  25  x  1/0 p. |  x 2 50 p. 1

1.2   5  x  2–0 p. |  x 2 20 p. 2

2.1    30  x  1/0 p. |  x 1 30 p. 3

2.2    10  x  1–0 p. |  x 1 10 p. 4

3        99 p. 7
             _________ ______    

            
           Yht./Tot. 209 p.

* Painotus tapahtuu lautakunnassa. 
  Viktningen görs av nämnden.


